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Regulation was first published in July 1977 “because
the extension of regulation is piecemeal, the sources
and targets diverse, the language complex and often
opaque, and the volume overwhelming.” 
Regulation is devoted to analyzing the implications
of government regulatory policy and its effects on our
public and private endeavors.

America’s 
Real Vulnerability 
to Terrorists
I wish to comment on John Mueller’s “A False
Sense of Insecurity?” (Fall 2004). With ter-
rorist attacks now a proven reality, it is ter-
rifying to realize just how vulnerable Amer-
ica really is. Just a few drops of the gasoline
additive MTBE added to a town’s water sup-
ply could result in closing down all of the
town’s water wells. With just a trace of
asbestos added to the mineral feedstock
that becomes residential housing insula-
tion material, terrorists could bankrupt all
the major firms in the entire insulating
materials industry. A terrorist could break
the bulb on a child’s thermometer and
dump the mercury into some food being
prepared in a cannery, which would result
in the destruction and complete loss of
hundreds of thousands of cans of food
pulled from store shelves by order of gov-
ernment authorities. Terrorists could apply
a small amount of forbidden insecticide to
random portions of a shipment of fruit or
vegetables and the whole shipment or even
the entire harvest would be lost when inspec-
tors discovered the traces of contamination.
Terrorists could add small amounts of ordi-
nary, but forbidden, chemicals to a landfill,
and then launch a lawsuit to have the whole
landfill subjected to a Superfund cleanup at
a cost of billions to the American people. 

America is particularly vulnerable to
confrontation with insignificant risks.
Small probabilities of disaster imposed
on public transportation systems can
induce government officials to curtail or
so diminish the level of service as to yield
results as catastrophic as the wholesale
destruction of such facilities. Terrorists
could release a member of an endangered
species of birds into a great forest just
before it is ready for timber harvesting and
cut off a major portion of the nation’s lum-
ber supply. They could destroy the many
efforts and millions of dollars of expendi-
tures preparing for the construction of a
power-generating facility by releasing
some rare species of minnows into a near-

by creek that the project might affect.
Small teams of handicapped terrorists

could go around closing down all the build-
ings and businesses in America that have not
fully complied with the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act. In fact, a wide variety of citi-
zen suits is open to terrorist teams who can
bring America to her knees without even
breaking the law. Indeed, by a more rigor-
ous upholding of America’s laws, terrorists
could virtually ruin America. Rather than
trying illegally to enter our country, terror-
ists could simply infiltrate international
environmental organizations and contribute
money earmarked for suing American com-
panies for whatever environmental regula-
tion violations our zealous fellow citizens
can find. Large amounts of money could
enter our country for purposes such as lob-
bying for ruinous provisions in a variety of
laws and regulations that aimed at Ameri-
can businesses. They need only watch a few
popular movies to find their way to destroy-
ing America’s manufacturing firms and
public utilities. They could readily find
organizations through which they might
help bankroll efforts such as seen in movies
like “A Civil Action” and “Erin Brockovich,”
and they could help fund great ruinous sci-
entific hoaxes such as the silicone breast
implant crisis that bankrupted Dow Corn-
ing Corporation. 

Thus, I wish to applaud John Mueller for
emphasizing that America is extremely
vulnerable to terrorist acts because of a col-
lective gullibility. America is a country that
collectively responds to risks and harms too
often by absurd overreaction. The safety
measures that terrorists can provoke will
probably prove far more taxing than any
actual damage inflicted by terrorist acts.
Moreover, terrorists can simply play our
own irrational regulatory regime against us
and possibly hurt us more than they could
with bombs, poisons, or germs. 

Impose a few trivial risks on the Amer-
ican people, and our political system will do
the rest to multiply the harm through a reg-
ulatory response that costs many times the
value of whatever actual harm threatens us.

Craig S. Marxsen
University of Nebraska at Kearney



The Right 
Answer to Coase’s
First Question
After reading Larry Lessig’s “Coase’s First
Question” (Fall 2004), I finally understand
the argument that the “commons” propo-
nents have been making. A commons for
goods such as spectrum and broadband is
the same as free trade, and we all know that
free trade is a good thing. Q.E.D.

Lessig’s article — which is a response
to Bruce Owen’s very good discussion of
“net neutrality” in a property rights con-
text (“Assigning Broadband Rights,” Sum-
mer 2004) — illustrates the pitfalls of prac-
ticing economics without a license. (Owen’s
article is a short version of the paper he and
Greg Rosston presented at The Progress &
Freedom Foundation’s Net Neutrality con-
ference last year, which will be included in
our forthcoming conference volume.)

Citing Coase’s famous 1959 Journal of
Law and Economics article on the Federal
Communications Commission, Lessig
argues that “proper-Coaseans” first ask
the question of whether the resource in
question should be the subject of prop-

erty at all, before asking where the prop-
erty right should reside. That is in con-
trast to “property-Coaseans” (e.g., Owen),
who go straight to the second question.

Clever language aside, Lessig’s “proper-
Coasian” concept is based on quoting Coase
out of context. As Lessig indicates, Coase did
write, “All property rights interfere with the
ability to use resources. What has to be
insured is that the gain from interference
more than offsets the harm it produces.” But
the point he was making was that once
property rights are defined, the market can
bring about an optimum utilization of those
rights. Coase was not suggesting the need
to subject every property rights decision to
an ex ante cost-benefit analysis to determine
“whether the resource should be the subject
of property at all.”  That would be a pretty
radical notion, indeed.  

Lessig’s free trade argument comes from
a 2002 article on spectrum rights by Yochai
Benkler — another apostle of the com-
mons approach — that Lessig also quotes.
The argument goes as follows: The right to
trade internationally, like spectrum, is a valu-
able right. If we were to create a set of trad-
able international trade rights and auction

them off, people might pay a lot of money
for them. But we know that this “property
system” would interfere with free trade and
be inefficient. The same reasoning applies to
goods like spectrum and broadband.

Critiquing this argument would be a
good question for an undergraduate eco-
nomics exam. But the central point of the
answer is obvious. Creating international
trade rights creates an artificial scarcity
where no real scarcity exists. That, by defi-
nition, is inefficient. In fact, such rights —
quotas — have been used to protect domes-
tic industries, with adverse effects on effi-
ciency that are familiar to most economics
undergraduates. Spectrum and broadband,
on the other hand, really are scarce, which
is why they need to be subject to a proper-
ty-rights regime to be allocated efficiently.
Broadband obviously has scarcity value,
because it takes lots of real resources — cap-
ital and labor — to provide it. We know that
spectrum is scarce, at least in the amounts
that the government has made available,
because it commands very high prices in the
market. Q.E.D.

Thomas M. Lenard
The Progress & Freedom Foundation
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“I THOUGHT IT 
SAID ‘LIMITED’
GOVERNMENT...”
When the Founding Fathers wrote the Constitution,
they never dreamed of today’s expansive federal govern-
ment. Whatever happened to a limited state designed to
“secure the blessings of liberty”?

For more than 26 years, the Cato Institute has been fight-
ing to restore America’s constitutionally limited govern-
ment and preserve our heritage of individual liberty, free
markets, and the rule of law.

Help keep America free.
Become a Cato Sponsor
today. Visit www.cato.org
to find out more.




